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Abstract

The spectral responses in quantum efficiency provide essential information about current
generation, recombination, and diffusion mechanisms in a photodetector, photodiode, and
photovoltaic devices as the quantum efficiency is a function of the voltage and light biases
and the spectral content of the bias light and/or location of the devices. Recently, P-type
Kesterite thin-film solar cells are emerging as they have a high absorption coefficient (>104

cm�1) and ideal direct bandgap (1.4–1.5 eV), which make them a perfect candidate for
photovoltaic application. However, a champion device from Zincblende (CdTe) or Chal-
copyrite (CIGS) solar cells shows ~21% efficiency (<21.5%, First Solar and <21.7%, ZSW,
respectively) while Kesterite devices suffer from severe losses with <12.6% efficiency.
Furthermore, the maximum theoretical efficiency based on Shockley-Queisser limit is
about 32.2%, which indicates there is much room for the improvement. Consequently, the
implication from the current situation highlights the need for a systematic analysis of the
loss mechanism in Kesterite devices. In this work, we carried out a systematic study of the
efficiency limiting factors based on quantum efficiency to model the quantum efficiency
response of current CZTSSe thin-film solar cells. This will provide the guidance for proper
interpretation of device behaviors when it is measured by quantum efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Recently, polycrystalline thin-film CdTe and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells are commercially

successful with dramatic conversion efficiency improvements and cost reduction in module mass

production as well as the balance of system (BoS), which is the cost except the module production

cost. A champion device fromCdTe (Zincblende) and CIGS (Chalcopyrite) solar cells shows>21%
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efficiency (<21.5%, First Solar and < 21.7%, ZSW, respectively). However, some of these materials

used in thin-film solar cells technology are not benign to the environment, which cause toxicity

issues and possible scarce in the earth’s crust, whereas competing Si solar cell technology uses the

second most abundant element, Silicon, in the earth’s crust. To fully facilitate the advantage of low

manufacturing cost in the polycrystalline thin-film solar cells technology, a research on Kesterite

solar cells using earth’s abundant materials has gained momentum to pursue low-cost,

environment-friendly, and highly efficient Kesterite photovoltaic devices [1–4]. P-type Kesterite

solar cells have high absorption coefficient, 104 cm�1 and ideal direct bandgap (1.0–1.5 eV), which

make them a perfect candidate for photovoltaic application [1–6]. Kesterite solar cells are also

called CZTSSe (Copper Zinc Tin Sulphur Selenium) solar cells following the crystal structure.

However, the record power conversion efficiency is 12.6% with laboratory-level samples [1, 6],

which are processed with non-vacuum-based techniques. Since the development is in an early

stage, the development of Kesterite solar modules is not considered yet due to incompetence in the

market. However, the maximum theoretical efficiency based on Shockley-Queisser limit is about

32.2%, which indicates there is much room for improvement and hence many opportunities [7, 8].

To reduce the discrepancy between actual and maximum possible efficiency, there are major

issues that need to be addressed such as absorber quality (electronic band structure, secondary

phases, defect concentration, grain boundaries, optical property), CdS or (CdS-less) buffer qual-

ity, Molybdenum (Mo) back contact quality, and the quality of interfaces. One of the main

challenges is different types of recombination processes at different interfaces such as buffer/

window, heterojunction, and absorber/back contact. At these interfaces, recombination active

defects are present due to intrinsic lower symmetry effects [9], lattice mismatch, band tails (still

open discussion) [10–13], and segregation of impurities aggravated by grain boundaries, which

are inevitable for polycrystalline solar cells. The recombination current enhances forward diode

current that deteriorates the conversion efficiency, which is inevitable for polycrystalline

Kesterite solar cells. The recombination current enhances forward diode current which worsens

the conversion efficiency, which is one of the reasons to have lower open circuit voltage (Voc).

Open circuit voltage results from the forward bias owing to the bias of the solar cell junction with

the light-generated current. This is a point where diode current is equivalent to light-generated

current (JL), affected by the saturation current (J0) of the solar cell. Since Voc is expressed through

the saturation current as Voc = (kT/q) ln[(JL/J0) + 1], Voc depends on the recombination in the

device, which is strongly dependent on the saturation current. Another factor that influences the

diode saturation current is a function of the bandgap, which increases with bandgap.

Despite a recent significant improvement in Kesterite solar cells, one of the most fundamental

problems that remain is lower Voc [14–17]. Moving Voc beyond 750 mV in Kesterite solar cells

requires improvements in both built-in voltage and recombination. At the heterojunction of

thin-film solar cells, the recombination that contributes to the diode current can occur on

different recombination paths. Recombination may occur at the heterojunction interface, in

the space charge region (SCR), in the quasi-neutral region (QNR), and at the back contact. In

particular, the interface and near-interface recombination (SCR) mainly contribute to the

recombination current, which is influenced by a number of recombination active defects and

grain boundaries, the number of minority carriers at the junction edge, and diffusion length.

One way to characterize the dominant recombination path is the quantum efficiency analysis.
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In this chapter, we present the study of photocurrent loss mechanism based on analytical and

numerical models of quantum efficiency, which provide insights into the generation and

transport of carriers in the CZTSSe solar cell. Numerical models are computational results of

solving continuity equation and Poisson equation, whereas analytical models are based on key

parameters such as the lifetime of carriers, depletion width, diffusion length and drift length,

surface recombination velocity, and thickness of the absorber layer. Key parameters of CZTSSe

solar cells are focused to quantitatively describe the spectral responses of quantum efficiency

by considering the recombination losses near or at the CdS/CZTSSe interface as well as the

CZTSSe absorber layer. The dependency of charge collection efficiencies in the space charge

region and CZTSSe absorber is discussed with respect to uncompensated impurity concentra-

tion, defect energy state, drift and diffusion components of short circuit current, and recombi-

nation velocities.

2. Analytical description of spectral responses in quantum efficiency

For this analytical study, we developed the collection efficiency model for thin-film solar cells

and put in the mathematical expression. The external quantum efficiency, EQE(λ, V) is the ratio

of the number of charge carriers collected by the photovoltaic device to the number of photons

of a given wavelength or energy onto the device. When the various wavelengths of light in the

spectrum are applied, quantum efficiency corresponds to the spectral responses (amperes per

watt) of solar cells per unit area, unit second, unit wavelength (Remember the units in solar

spectra radiation).

EQEðλ, VÞ ¼
Iph

qΦp
¼

Iph

q

hυ

Popt

� �

ð1Þ

where Iph is the photocurrent, Φp is the photon flux which is equivalent to Popt/hν, and Popt is

the optical power.

The external quantum efficiency is related to transmission, T(λ) of all the materials prior to

CZTSSe absorber film, which consists of anti-reflection coating (ARC), transparent conducting

front contact oxide (TCO), a buffer layer, and an n-type CdS layer. The internal quantum

efficiency, IQE(λ, V) is associated with the external quantum efficiency as follows.

EQEðλ, VÞ ¼
�

1� RAFCðλÞ
�

� TTCOðλÞ � Tbuf f erðλÞ � TCdSðλÞ � IQEðλ, VÞ ð2Þ

where TTCO is the transmission of transparent conduction oxide (TCO), Tbuffer is the transmis-

sion of buffer (ZnO), and TCdS is the transmission of CdS.

2.1. Experimental details

In Figure 1, the quantum efficiency spectra of the CZTSSe solar cell are measured from 300 to

1400 nm. The cell design is based on the common substrate structure, which consists of soda-

lime glass (SLG)/Molybdenum (Mo) layer followed by depositing CZTSSe film (1.8–2.0 um).
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The buffer CdS was developed by 0.05 µm and intrinsic ZnO (0.05–0.1 µm) is deposited to

prevent damage during ITO deposition at the post-ZnO deposition. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is

deposited (350–400 nm) as a transparent conductive window layer; the device is completed

with Ni/Al front metal fingers and MgF2 ARC.

The spectral responses of this sample were characterized in the range of 300–1400 nm with

Xenon arc lamp and the spectral distribution of the photon flux at the outlet slit was calibrated

with NIST calibrated photodiode G425.

In the wavelength region 300–500 nm, measured spectral responses from the devices demon-

strate typical CdS layer response, which agrees with the literature [1–5]. Above 500 nm, the

measured spectral response is limited by the band gap of CZTSSe, λEg (= hν/Eg). The bandgap

calculated from the derivative of Q-E is 1.11 eV for this device and the total quantum

efficiency-calculated short circuit current is 33.59 mA/cm2. Across wavelength regions, the

overall reduction in the quantum efficiency in Figure 1 is due to the grid shading and front

surface reflection as described in the literature [18]. Between 300 and 500 nm, the widely

accepted loss mechanisms in quantum efficiency are TCO/ZnO absorption and CdS buffer

absorption. Higher the transmission of light through TCO, ZnO, and CdS, lower the quantum

efficiency losses. Hence the transmission in Eq. (2) needs to be minimized to maximize the

spectral response from the device.

2.2. Energy band diagram

Under the steady-state illuminated condition, we derive the total current density under the applied

biased conditions. One of the important parameter sets that determines the spectral responses in

photovoltaic devices is the space charge region width,W. Although it is widely accepted that CdS

does not fundamentally contribute photogenerated current, any changes in effective donor impu-

rity concentration or uncompensated impurity (Nd-Na) and photoconductivity of CdS buffer layer

Figure 1. Spectral responses of the external quantum efficiency of a CdS/CZTSSe device measured from 300 to 1400 nm.
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greatly impact the space charger region due to an asymmetrical p-n heterojunction nature. In fact,

there are a number of defects in CdS, which contribute to the increase of effective uncompensated

donor concentration. In this case, the depletion layer of n-CdS/p-CZTSSe is located in almost all the

p-CZTSSe absorber layer, which is fundamentally similar to an abrupt n+/p junction diode or a

Schottky diode. Following the band structure [19], the depletion width (Figure 2) in the n-CdS/p-

CZTSSe is derived as follows [20].

W ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2EErðφ0 � qVÞ

q2ðNa �NdÞ

s

ð3Þ

where er is the relative permittivity, e is the permittivity of free space, φ0 = qVbi is the barrier

height at the absorber side (Vbi is the built-in potential), V is the applied voltage, and Na�Nd is

the uncompensated acceptor concentration in the CZTSSe absorber layer.

2.3. Analytical description of bias-dependent quantum efficiency

Under the steady-state illuminated condition, we derive the total current density under widely

accepted assumptions, which are no thermal generation current and no photocurrent contri-

bution by n-type CdS layer. Hence, the electron-hole generation rate by absorption is described

by the below.

Figure 2. Energy band diagram of n-CdS/p-CZTSSe heterojunction at biased condition (V).
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GeðxÞ ¼ Φpα exp ð�αxÞ ð4Þ

whereΦp is the incident photon flux per unit area and α is the absorption coefficient of CZTSSe.

To isolate non-transmission terms in the quantum efficiency Eq. (2), we distinguish EQE(λ, V)

and IQE(λ, V) so that we will be able to focus on developing a model for carrier collection

function with IQE(λ, V). As mathematically derived by Gartner [21] and Sze [20] with bound-

ary conditions, quantum efficiency is the sum of a drift component in the space charge region

and a diffusion component in the quasi-neutral region. After simplifying the exact solution of

Lavagna’s model [22], Kosyachenko derived IQE [23].

IQE ¼
1þ S

Dn
αþ 2

W � qVbi�qV
kT

� ��1

S
Dn

2
W � qVbi�qV

kT

� ��1
� exp ð�αWÞ

1þ αLn
ð5Þ

With the assumption of an abrupt p-n junction, the internal quantum efficiency is described

based on the widely accepted Gartner formula [21, 22] as no significant contribution of electron

collection by CdS is expected [23, 24].

IQE ¼ 1� exp ð�αWÞ
1þ αLn

ð6Þ

whereW is the space charge region width and Ln is the diffusion length of the electron (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Dnτn
p

).

Photogenerated carriers in the space charge region are assumed to be completely collected as a

drift component after integrating the drift current (Jdrift) [20].

Jdrif t ¼ �q

ðW

0

φ0α exp ð�αxÞdx ¼ qφ0f1� exp ð�αWÞg ð7Þ

IQEdrif t ¼ 1� exp ð�αWÞ ð8Þ

Photogenerated carriers outside of space charge region are collected by the diffusion process

with no electric field [22] as follows.

IQEdif f ¼ IQE� IQEdrif t ¼ 1� exp ð�αWÞ
1þ αLn

� f1� exp ð�αWÞg ¼ exp ð�αWÞ
1þ 1=αLn

ð9Þ

Consequently, the total internal quantum efficiency is the sum of Eqs. (8) and (9). With complete

collection of the carrier in the space charge region, EQE is revised after introducing the interface

recombination term.

EQEðλ, VÞ ¼
�

1� RARCðλÞ
�

� TTCOðλÞ � Tbuf f erðλÞ � TCdSðλÞ � IQEðλ, VÞ � hðvÞ ð10Þ

hðvÞ ¼ 1þ Sjunction

μeEjunction

� ��1

ð11Þ
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where h(V) is the interface recombination function due to the lattice mismatch between CdS

and CZTSSe absorber, IQEabsorber is the internal quantum efficiency of CZTSSe absorber [25],

and Sjunction is the surface recombination velocity, μe is electron mobility, and Ejunction is the

electric field at the junction.

However, a complete collection model in the space charge neglects including the space charge

region recombination, and a couple of researchers identified that significant uncompensated

acceptors and defects cause the recombination in the space charge region [23]. Hardrich

revised a collection function (CFSCR) [24] for space charge region with the hypothesis of

constant field.

CFSCR_CEF ¼ exp �
t

τe

� �

¼ exp �
2x

μeτeEmax

� �

¼ exp �
x

Ldrif t

� �

ð12Þ

where τe is the lifetime of the electron minority carrier in the p-doped CZTSSe absorber, t is the

time, constant electric field (CEF) is assumed as half of maximum (Emax/2), and Ldrift is defined

as μeτeEmax=2 ¼ μeτeðVbi � VÞ=W . Hence, IQEabsorber in the space charge region under constant

field yields,

IQEdrif t_CEF ¼

ðW

0

αexpð�αxÞ � exp �
x

Ldrif t

� �

dx ð13Þ

IQEdrif t_CEF ¼
Ldrif t

Ldrif t þ ð1=αÞ
� 1� exp �W : αþ

1

Ldirf t

� �� �� �

ð14Þ

However, the electric field in the space charge region is not constant. Assuming constant

doping at the junction, it linearly decreases along the depth of the CZTSSe absorber. Con-

stant doping does not reflect the exact real situation of the doping profile due to doping

concentration fluctuation with grain boundaries, fixed charges, impurities, and so on. We

mathematically simplify the case with the linear electric field (LEF) at the junction. Hence,

we are able to develop an alternative expression for the linearly decreasing electric field in

the space charge region. An alternative expression for the collection in the space charge

region begins with the definition of the drift velocity, assuming the one-dimensional charge

movement, which limits the lateral movement caused by non-uniformity. To simplify the

mathematical processes, we define new x-coordinate, x’ = 0 at the interface between the space

charge region and the quasi-neutral region (x’ = W-x). Therefore, the drift time for the

electron is as below.

tdrif t ¼

ðtdrif t

0

dt ¼

ðW

x

1

vx0
dx0 ¼

ðW

x0

1

μeEðx
0Þ
dx0 ð15Þ

where an electron generated at point x’ is swept to the edge of the space charge region. The

electric field inside the space charge region decreases linearly toward the quasi-neutral region

of the p-type absorber layer and E(x’) can be revised to be Emax∙(x’/W).
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tdrif t ¼

ðW

x0

dx0

ðEmaxμe=WÞ � x0
dx0 ¼

1

Emaxμe=W
ln

W

x0

� �

ð16Þ

CFSCR_LEF ¼ exp �
tdrif t

τe

� �

¼ exp �
W

μeτeEmax
ln

W

x0

� �� �

¼
x0

W

� � W
μeτeEmax

ð17Þ

By defining κ ð¼ μeτeEmaxÞ, the collection function under the linear electric field is

CFSCR_LEF ¼
x0

W

� �W
κ

ð18Þ

And if you integrate throughout x (replacing x’ into W-x) and use gamma function (Γ),

IQEdrif t_LEF ¼ �

ð0

W

αe�αðW�x0Þ �
W � x0

W

� �W
κ

dx0 ¼ �
Γð1þ W

κ
, � αðx�WÞÞ

α
W
κW

W
κ

W

0

	

	

	

	

	

	

ð19Þ

IQEdrif t_LEF ¼ ðαWÞ�
W
κ � Γð1þ

W

κ
, αWÞ ð20Þ

For a diffusion component of the photoelectric quantum response, the exact solutions for

electron and hole are described [20] for the case of p-layer in a p-n junction, including surface

recombination at the back surface CZTSSe absorber. We assume only electron contribution of

the absorber layer, considering the hole collection is negligible due to strong compensation

with a large number of high p-type compensating defects in CdS [23].

IQEdif f ¼
αLn

α2L2n � 1
expð�αWÞ�

αLn �

SbLn
Dn

cosh d�W
Ln

� �

� expð�αðd�WÞÞ
h i

þ sinh d�W
Ln

� �

þ αLnexpðαðd�WÞÞ

SbLn
Dn

sinh d�W
Ln

� �

þ cosh d�W
Ln

� �

8

<

:

9

=

;

ð21Þ

where d is the thickness of the CZTSSe absorber layer and Sb is the recombination velocity at the

back surface of the absorber. The sum of drift and diffusion components is the total internal quantum

efficiency. The total internal quantum efficiency of the absorber for the constant electric field is the

sum of Eqs. (14) and (21), and the IQE for the linear electric field is the sum of Eqs. (20) and (21).

IQECEF ¼
Ldrif t

Ldrif t þ ð1=αÞ
� 1� exp �W � αþ

1

Ldirf t

� �� �� �

þ
αLn

α2L2n � 1
expð�αWÞ

� αLn �

SbLn
Dn

cosh
d�W

Ln

� �

� expð�αðd�WÞÞ


 �

þ sinh
d�W

Ln

� �

þ αLnexpðαðd�WÞÞ

SbLn
Dn

sinh
d�W

Ln

� �

þ cosh
d�W

Ln

� �

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

ð22Þ
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IQELEF ¼ ðαWÞ�
W
κ � Γð1þ

W

κ
, αWÞ þ

αLn

α2L2n � 1
expð�αWÞ�

αLn �

SbLn
Dn

cosh
d�W

Ln

� �

� expð�αðd�WÞÞ


 �

þ sinh
d�W

Ln

� �

þ αLnexpðαðd�WÞÞ

SbLn
Dn

sinh
d�W

Ln

� �

þ cosh
d�W

Ln

� �

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

ð23Þ

Consequently, external quantum efficiency is the product of the total internal quantum effi-

ciency, which includes recombination in the space charge region (Eqs. (22) and (23)), recombi-

nation at the interface (Eq. (1)), and the optical losses prior to CZTSSe absorption.

EQECEF ¼ ð1� RARCÞTTCOTBuf f erTCdS�

Ldrif t

Ldrif t þ
1
α

�  � 1� exp �W � αþ
1

Ldirf t

� �� �
 �

þ
αLn

α2L2n � 1
expð�αWÞ�

(

αLn �

SbLn
Dn

cosh d�W
Ln

� �

� expð�αðd�WÞÞ
h i

þ sinh d�W
Ln

� �

þ αLnexpðαðd�WÞÞ

SbLn
Dn

sinh d�W
Ln

� �

þ cosh d�W
Ln

� �

8

<

:

9

=

;

9

=

;

� 1þ
Sjunction

μeEjunction

� ��1

ð24Þ

EQELEF ¼ ð1� RARCÞTTCOTBuf f erTCdS � ðαWÞ�
W
κ � Γð1þ

W

κ
, αWÞ þ

αLn

α2L2n � 1
expð�αWÞ�

(

αLn �

SbLn
Dn

cosh d�W
Ln

� �

� expð�αðd�WÞÞ
h i

þ sinh d�W
Ln

� �

þ αLnexpðαðd�WÞÞ

SbLn
Dn

sinh d�W
Ln

� �

þ cosh d�W
Ln

� �

8

<

:

9

=

;

9

=

;

� 1þ
Sjunction

μeEjunction

� ��1

ð25Þ

For the non-uniform field, mathematical expressions are developed with an exponential electric

field [26] or two different electric field regions [27, 28]. However, it is argued that including the

non-uniform electric field with additional parameter sets only adds confusion with no additional

insights [29]. Hence, we will explore the quantum efficiency response with a constant electric

field model for our analysis for simplification.

2.4. Impurity concentration and electron lifetime by analytical models

Figure 3 shows the computed spectral responses of the external quantum efficiency, EQE(λ)

with the impact of the uncompensated acceptor impurity at the n-CdS/p-CZTSSe interface. The

absorption coefficient, α(λ) was taken from Ref. [28] and the front surface recombination

velocity (Sf), the default depletion width is 0.3 µm, and the electron lifetime (τn) were 103 cm/s

and 10�9 s [29, 30]. In Figure 3, the Q-E shape changes disproportionally with significant

red light response reduction >600 nm as the uncompensated impurity concentration changes
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Figure 3. EQE for uncompensated acceptor concentration (Na–Nd), 10
15, 1016, 1017, and 1018 cm�3.

Figure 4. EQE spectra with minority carrier lifetime (τn), 10
�6, 10�7, 10�8, 10�9, 10�10, and 10�11 s.
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(Na–Nd). When the concentration of (Na–Nd) increases from 1015 cm�3 to 1018 cm�3, the external

quantum efficiency decreases. The decrease in EQE(λ) is due to the expansion of the depletion

layer, which induces efficient photogenerated minority carrier from the absorber bulk. However,

the decrease in photosensitivity between 300 and 500 nm is relatively small, which is mainly

influenced by the absorption and recombination of ZnO and CdS. This is also well demonstrated

in the Q-E responses with a set of electron lifetime (τn) in Figure 4, which shows less changes in

Q-E between 300 and 500 nm except the extreme case of 10 ps. With the same depletion width by

the same uncompensated impurity concentration, electron lifetime that can facilitate an electron

to travel throughout the quasi-neutral region to the space charge region can show higher carrier

collection and fewer carrier losses in the range from 600 to 900 nm as electron lifetime decreases

from 10�6 to 10�10 s.

2.5. Impact of deletion width by analytical model

In order to provide the losses caused by recombination at the CdS/CZTSSe interface, we now

check the spectral response broken into drift and diffusion components in Q-E spectra. Figure 5

demonstrates the drift component in dashed line and the diffusion component in dash-dotted

line as the depletion width increases from 0.1 to 0.9 µm. At the depletion width, 0.9 µm, the

photogenerated carrier in the absorber near 600–1000 nm can be efficiently collected mainly

via the space charge region by showing the sufficient drift component compared to the weak

diffusion component of photogenerated current. However, once the depletion width decreases

Figure 5. EQE spectra with the depletion width, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 µm broken into the diffusion and drift components.

The total EQE (black) is a sum of the diffusion component (blue) and the drift component (magenta).
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from 0.9 µm, the drift component begins to weaken in the CZTSSe absorber in 600–1000 nm

and the diffusion component increases. At the depletion width, 0.1 µm, the contribution to the

carrier collection by drift component is almost equivalent to that of the diffusion component.

Based on the calculation of Q-E spectra about each drift and diffusion component, Figure 6

shows the drift current short circuit current component, JscQE (drift) and the diffusion short

circuit current component, JscQE (diffusion) under the standard AM 1.5 solar radiation (1 sun,

100 mW/cm2) under different front surface recombination velocities (103, 104, 105 cm/s). As Sf

increases, there are no noticeable changes in the diffusion component whereas the drift com-

ponent decreases faster.

3. Comparison with modeling and simulation of CZTSSe devices

In this section, we investigate quantum efficiency by utilizing SCAPS simulator (Solar Cell

Capacitance Simulator) version 3.2.01 to computationally model the quantum efficiency response

of current CZTSSe thin-film solar cells. This will also provide the proper interpretation of device

behaviors when it is measured by quantum efficiency. In particular, we focus on the influence of

near-interface defect states on quantum efficiency at particular bias conditions with the intention

of evaluating peculiar quantum efficiency responses by defect distributions with adjusting 1D

numerical parameters in this work.

Each material parameter as an input includes thickness, relative permittivity, electron mobility,

hole mobility, acceptor concentration, donor concentration, band gap, and effective density of

states. The simulated device structure of CZTSSe thin-film solar cell is with ZnOwindow layer,

CdS buffer, CZTSSe absorber, and Molybdenum (Mo) back contact. In intrinsic defects in the

CZTSSe bulk, we updated the parameter sets from the analytical description to reflect the real

situation to understand the general trend by interface defect states. Parameters used for this

device structures are listed in Table 1. Considering the complexity of interface defects at

absorber/back contact, absorber/buffer, and buffer/window, we adopted the basic input

parameters from the literature, theories, or reasonable estimates [12, 28, 31]. In reality, there is

a significant amount of intrinsic bulk defects with different charge states in the CZTSSe

Figure 6. JscQE (drift) and JscQE (diffusion) under the standard AM 1.5 solar radiation (1 sun, 100 mW/cm2) under

different front surface recombination velocities (103, 104, and 105 cm/s).
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absorber layer as well as ZnO, CdS layers. To introduce different amounts of intrinsic defects in

the CZTSSe bulk, we updated the parameter sets from the analytical description to reflect the

real situation to understand the general trend by interface defect states. Parameters used for

this device structure are listed in Table 1. Considering the complexity of interface defects at

absorber/back contact, absorber/buffer, and buffer/window, we adopted the basic input

parameters from the literature, theories, or reasonable estimates [31–36].

3.1. Interface trap-free case

In the first step, the numerical simulations of both current-voltage (I-V) and quantum effi-

ciency (Q-E) characteristics have been carried out without traps near the heterojunction inter-

face. The default illumination spectrum and operation temperature are set to the standard AM

1.5 condition and 300 K, respectively. A typical result of the I-V curve simulated for a CZTSSe

solar cell without heterojunction defects is demonstrated in Figure 7(a). As expected, we

observed an ideal steep I-V curve with conversion efficiency, 15.3% with emphasis on higher

Voc (661 mV) and FF (72.5%) than any reported experimental Voc and FF justifying the assump-

tion of an intrinsic defect-free interface.

The simulated I-V curve in Figure 7 shows the dramatic improvement of Voc with nearly zero

conductance (<2.6 mS/cm2) at short circuit condition (in other words, a slope of I-V curve at

zero bias) which can be explained by the alleviated recombination and the improved carrier

collection with the associated depletion width change. In particular, the reduced recombination

can lower the total forward diode current by showing the ideal slope at the short circuit current

Parameters Symbol (unit) ZnO CdS CZTSSe

Thickness d (nm) 200 50 2500

Band gap Eg (eV) 3.3 2.4 1.2–1.3

Electron affinity χ (eV) 4.4 4.2 4.1

Relative permittivity E=Er 9 10 10

Effective density of state (CB) NC (1018 cm�3) 2.2 2.2 2.2

Effective density of state (VB) NV (1019 cm�3) 1.8 1.8 1.8

Electron thermal velocity vn (10
7 cm/s) 1.0 1.0 1.0

Hole thermal velocity vp (10
7 cm/s) 1.0 1.0 1.0

Electron mobility µn (cm
2/V-s) 100 100 100

Hole mobility µp (cm
2/V-s) 25 25 25

Donor concentration ND (1017 cm�3) 10.0 1.0 0

Acceptor concentration NA (1014 cm�3) 0 0 2.0

Bulk defect type a, d, n d a d/a/n

Bulk defect concentration Nt (10
14 cm�3) 10,000 100 1/1/5

Types of defect are: a, acceptor; d, donor; n, neutral.

Table 1. Parameters set used in this work.
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condition [25]. With an ideal device having no near-interface defects in the simulation, an ideal

uniform absorber setting keeps the shape and the ratio of the quantum efficiency curves, (H(V)/

H(�1 V)) under biases since the shape of the curves in quantum efficiency depends on wave-

length and is almost independent of bias voltage [20]. One way to confirm the uniformity of

reduced carrier collection at each wavelength region is to compare carrier collection at each bias

with full collection by applying negative bias, for example, �1 V [20]. In Figures 8 and 9, each

quantum efficiency at different biases is normalized by dividing with the quantum efficiency at

�1 V. The normalized Q-E (QE(V)/QE(�1 V)) shows two features by comparing each bias-

dependent quantum efficiency. First, wavelength-dependent quantum efficiency drop is

observed regardless of bias level. Secondly, the shape of each normalized quantum efficiency

curve is kept almost the same. In other words, a nearly uniform collapse of quantum efficiency

over a wide range of wavelength is demonstrated with the trend of increasing absorber collec-

tion loss due to reduced depletion width by applied biases at region 2 (500–800 nm) and region

3 (800–1033 nm).

Figure 7. I-V of ideal CZTSSe solar cells without interface defects with efficiency (15.3%), Voc (661 mV), FF (72.5%), and

Jsc (32.0 mA/cm2).

Figure 8. Q-E of ideal CZTSSe solar cells without interface defects at bias conditions (�1.0, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 V).
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3.2. Interface and near-interface defect states case

Before discussing the simulated results, it is worth describing the systematic trends affected by

varying the interface defect parameters for the different types of defects. First, we consider

acceptor- and donor-type defects near both conduction and valence bands as well as mid-gap.

In SCAPS simulation, we can introduce three different parameter sets of interface defects for both

acceptor and donor types that significantly affect the performance of the device (capture cross

sections, defect energy level: Et, defect density). However, real CZTSSe cells consist of complex

multilayers, which form defects and/or defect compounds at the surface of CZTSSe layer, next to

the CdS buffer layer. Furthermore, the direct measurement of this layer’s electronic properties is

difficult to be separated from other layers’ electronic properties which are exacerbated by compli-

cated window structures with CdS, ZnO, and TCO layer interdiffusion. To avoid the complexity

of modeling, we focus on numerical modeling of electronic properties, in particular, quantum

efficiency by introducing a thin defective interface layer between CdS and absorber.

3.2.1. Trend by defect distribution and concentration

In the first step, numerical simulations have been carried out with a set of defect concentrations

within a defective interface layer. To be consistent with the reported literature, theories, or

reasonable estimates, capture cross sections are fixed at 1.0 · 10�12 cm2 for electrons and 1.0 ·

10�15 cm2 for holes at donor-type defect and at 1.0 · 10�15 cm2 for electrons and 1.0 · 10�12 cm2

for acceptor-type defect [12, 28–31, 33–37]. For a comparative study of the ideal device in the

previous section, the device structure is updated with very thin (5 nm) defective interface layer

between CdS and CZTSSe. Input parameters are set to the same as those of CdS buffer except

thickness and doping densities which are set to the same values of 1.0 · 1014 cm�3 for donor and

acceptor assuming the intermixing of n-type dopant (CdS) and p-type dopant (CZTSSe).

Figure 10 shows the simulated quantum efficiency with an inserted defective interface layer

between CZTSSe and CdS buffer layers as a function of defect concentration. As we begin with

defect density 1.0 · 1015 cm�3 in this thin layer as deep acceptor-type bulk defect which is

different from donor-like interface trap (as in the conventional Si model), we located this type

of defect between 0.9 and 1.5 eVabove the top of the valence band around the mid-gap (1.2 eV).

Figure 9. Normalized Q-E of ideal CZTSSe solar cells (QE(V)/QE(�1 V)) at bias conditions (�1.0, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 V).
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As defect concentration increases until 1.0 · 1017 cm�3 no specific collection loss at particular

regions is observed. However, once defect concentration increases more than 6.0 · 1017 cm�3,

serious collection loss at the absorber is demonstrated in regions 2 (500–800 nm) and 3

(800–1033 nm). In region 1 (300–500 nm), there is not much collection loss while slight inflec-

tion of collection occurs near 500 nm.

3.2.2. Impact by deep acceptor-type defect distribution

Based on the findings above, defect concentration is set at 6.0 · 1017 cm�3 as deep acceptor-

type defects, 0.9 eV below and above from the bottom of the conduction band and top of the

valence band, respectively. Consequently, the results of the simulated biased quantum effi-

ciency are demonstrated in Figure 11. Beginning at �1 V (not shown), quantum efficiency over

all wavelength regions shows similar spectral response compared to that of the device without

defects in Figure 8. Once bias increases up to 0 V, absorber loss slightly increases as mentioned

in Figure 8. As expected, this reduction in quantum efficiency is caused by the decrease of the

depletion layer. However, as bias increases up to 0.2 V, the stronger drop of Q-E spectrum

happens at both < 500 nm and > 550 nm disproportionately. Conversely, the reduction of

quantum efficiency between 500–550 nm is less severe that the other regions. This peculiar

Q-E response occurs with a peak near 520–530 nm (in other words, near blue light region),

reported at their measurements in Refs. [12, 37].

Apparently, the reduction in λ < 400 nm, which is relatively non-sensitive, is due to absorption

by the CdS layer and the transparent conducting oxide/substrate. In the spectral region, < 500

nm, the absorption by CdS at 0.2 V is slightly decreased due to the smaller photocurrent

contribution and adjustment of space charge region of window layer under the presence of

strongest electric field at the heterojunction. On the other hand, the intensified quantum effi-

ciency drop in <500 nm and distinctively>550 nm looks interesting. When it comes to describing

the bias-dependent quantum efficiency, the Gartner model describes the photogenerated carrier

collection with the bias-dependent depletion width (Eq. (6)) and diffusion length, which

describes the exact expression (Eq. (21)) as we discussed in the previous section [20, 36].

Figure 10. Q-E of CZTSSe device with the inserted interface defective layer between CdS and CZTSSe, varying acceptor-

type defect density from 1.0 · 1015 to 6.0 · 1017 cm�3.
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With the given depletion width (Wd), diffusion length (Ln), absorber thickness (d), and surface

recombination velocity (Sn), the exact expression predicts the trend of spectral response in thin-

film solar cells under the presence of voltage and, in particular, quantum efficiency response

for an ideal device. However, the exact model or the Hecht-like equation in Ref. [29] is solely

dependent on the depletion width (or applied bias) and diffusion length. Under applied

voltage biases compared to the full collection, the analytical quantum efficiency analysis is

unable to demonstrate the intensified reduction at both <500 nm and >550 nm but it rather

provides partial interpretation of the quantum efficiency with the above equations by keeping

a similar shape of curves. Hence, analytical expressions do not represent the peculiar Q-E

response near 520–530 nm over other wavelength regions from our simulation.

However, the intensified drop in both <500 nm and distinctively >550 nm can be explained by

assuming deep acceptor-type defects near the heterojunction interface layer. In this interface

layer, a higher concentration of deep ionized-acceptor (negative charge) type defects 0.3 eV

above and below the mid-gap impacts the electric field and hence the space charge region of

absorber toward the back contact. These deep acceptor-type defects induce electronic doping

at room temperature by trapping holes from the valence band, which eventually lower the

band bending of the CdS/CZTSSe interface layer upon additional blue light. In other words,

higher electric field near the heterojunction interface increases absorption by a part of the

absorber toward CdS and near-CdS layer, whereas it reduces absorption by the majority of

CZTSSe absorber toward the back contact. This reduced depletion width by higher interface

defects can be deteriorated by increased biases such as 0.2 and 0.25 V, which furthers the

depletion width decrease. One way to confirm depletion width reduction induced by CdS/

absorber interface defects is to apply weak blue light bias (400 nm) and observe spectral

Figure 11. Light-biased (1 mW/cm2, 0.01 sun at 400 nm) Q-E of CZTSSe solar cell with the defective interface layer at

0 and 0.25 V.
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response at >550 nm in quantum efficiency. Using this model, weak light bias (1 mW/cm2, 0.01

sun) is applied to the same device at 0 and 0.25 V in Figure 11. Weak blue light bias onto

window and buffer layers almost fully recovers CZTSSe absorber carrier collection even at 0.25

V. After filtering out noises in the regions of <400 and >1000 nm, light-biased Q-E is normal-

ized by dividing with the standard no-light-biased Q-E in Figure 12. This clearly indicates that

weak blue light bias intensifies the carrier collection of absorber in regions 2 and 3 (>550 nm)

at both 0 and 0.25 V, whereas minimal increases are shown in region 1 (<500 nm). At 0.25 V, the

depletion width of CZTSSe absorber without light bias is narrower than that with weak blue

light bias. Hence, weak light bias activates hole trapping through deep acceptor-type defects

and near-interface defects between 0.9 and 1.5 eV and recovers the depletion width.

The presence of ionized deep acceptor-type bulk defects (0.9–1.5 eV) in the defective interface

layer can effectively decrease the depletion width near the heterojunction interface by increas-

ing negative charge density (Figure 13), which could only be activated by weak bias light via

hole charge trapping. The band diagram and carrier density of holes and electrons indicate

Figure 12. Light bias-dependent normalization of Q-E (Q-E at blue light bias divided by Q-E at no light bias) illustrating

weak blue light bias (400 nm).

Figure 13. Band diagram without light bias at 0.25 V (left) and with light bias at 0.25 V (right), showing larger depletion

width.
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higher electric field with less hole concentration at the interface, resulting in smaller depletion

width in the presence of the defective interface layer in Figure 13.

4. Summary

The spectral response of CZTSSe thin-film solar cells has been modeled analytically and numer-

ically with simulation study under a set of different parameters and biased conditions about

efficiency-limiting factors through quantum efficiency. The analytical model describes the drift

and diffusion photocurrent components to reflect the recombination losses in the space charge

region and near the CdS/CZTSSe heterojunction interface. The trend that we found about the

uncompensated impurity concentration, minority carrier lifetime, surface recombination velocity,

and the depletion width shows qualitatively good agreement with the reported data in the

literature. Furthermore, the simulations address the role of interface and near-interface defects

for the spectral response of thin-film solar cells. For this simulation study, it is assumed that deep

acceptor-type near-heterojunction interface defects from 0.9 to 1.5 eVabove the top of the valence

band are difficult to increase the depletion width, which provide additional electronic doping in

space charge region. These ionized acceptor-type defects at room temperature can trap holes

from the valence band only activated by additional bias light and reduce the effective doping

concentration at the heterojunction interface. Consequently, these deep acceptor-type defects

cramp the depletion width and hence, weaker spectral responses near red and IR regions. This

trend is intensified with biased quantum efficiency conditions. The findings of this work give

further insight into the issues and provide some requirements on the parameter sets of the

CZTSSe absorber layer as well as the CdS/CZTSSe heterojunction interface layer, which shows

fairly good agreement with numerical calculation and reported experimental results.
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